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Abstracts: 

“High quality historical drama”: The Danish case of 1864 

Kim Toft Hansen, Aalborg University 

The critical reception of Ole Bornedal’s television series 1864 has been relentless and confrontational. This is 

not, however, uncommon when it comes to historical fiction. But the scale and tone have been out of the 

ordinary. One important reason is that the TV series is funded by earmarked money directly from a political 

settlement. The debate was basically promoted by the broadcaster as well. Nevertheless, Danish film history is 

not without a precedent. Poul Henningsen’s controversial and disputed documentary Danmark (1935) was 

funded by the Danish Foreign Ministry and in its critical reception it has several similarities. Henningsen was 

among the first to promote cultural radicalism, while director Bornedal declares cultural radicalism dead in the 

light of the critical reception of the series. By way of classic formalistic concepts this paper will analyse the 

series’ politico-historical and nationalist context. 

 

Traditions of Danish historical drama, its sources of inspiration and its appeal 

Gunhild Agger, Aalborg University 

My mapping of Danish TV drama (2005) displayed the following subgenres in the field of historical TV 

drama during the period 1960-1997: 1) adaptations of classical novels, 2) fictitious representations of 

events or slices of life in the past, 3) drama documentaries and docudramas, 4) historical adventure drama, 

5) biographical drama. These subgenres are well known from an international context, in Europe as well as 

in the USA. Since the mid-1990s, however, production of Danish historical TV drama on a broad scale 

counting a variety of subgenres as seen during the period of monopoly, has dramatically receded.   

During the present century, the preferred subgenre has been fictitious representations of events 

or slices of life in the past. Notwithstanding the influence of traditions from especially British, American 

and German TV drama, a steady source of inspiration for the – scarce – amount of historical TV drama 

that is currently produced can be located in the domestic tradition from the monopoly era, especial ly the 

beloved Matador (Monopoly, 1978-81).1 Against Matador all historical drama is compared and its impact 

measured. I shall focus on Edderkoppen (The Spider, DR 1, 2000),2 Krøniken (DR 1, Better Times, 2004-07)3, 

1864 (DR 1), and Badehotellet ([no English title], TV 2, 2014-), both targeting and indeed reaching a large 

part of the Danish population, but not (until now) being able to travel. I shall trace in which ways they 

primarily connect to their predecessors, in which ways similarities have manifested themselves and what 

the meaning of differences is, seen from a perspective of national identity – always an important factor 

when historical representations  are concerned. 

 

Red Riding: Rewriting the Northern Imaginary 

David Forrest, University of Sheffield  

Channel 4’s The Red Riding Trilogy (2009) provides a rich case study for the consideration of a number of 

issues that are relevant to a wider discussion of contemporary historical drama. Although each Red Riding 

‘film’ is made by a separate director – with screenwriter Tony Grisoni providing continuity across the series - 

the dominant tone of the trilogy is faithful to author David Peace’s dark and idiosyncratic literary construction 

of the North of England. Reading the trilogy within the wider context of British and European drama, reveals 

Peace’s wilful disruption of dominant iconographies of region and space. In an era of fragmented nationhood, 

Peace’s literary take on the North is reflected faithfully through adaptation, and constitutes a critical 

interrogation of a number of hitherto dominant tenets of British film and television drama: heritage, realism, 

the representation of public and popular histories, and the problematic relationship between literary 

adaptation and cinematic authorship. To this end, the films’ radical treatments of historical and geographical 

representational tropes warrant discussion with a broader European context.  

With a particular focus on In the Year of Our Lord 1974 (Julian Jarrold), this paper will use a conjoined 

exploration of the representation both of history and of place to pose questions about the status of regional 

drama in a globalised and digital age. With this in mind, I will combine my discussion of the complex aesthetic 

                                                
1 http://www.dr.dk/Salg/DRsales/Programmes/Drama-Entertainments/Long-Series/20070629104927_2_1_1_1.htm 
2 http://www.dr.dk/Salg/DRsales/Programmes/Drama-Entertainments/Mini-Series/20070629110506_1_1_1_1.htm 
3 http://www.dr.dk/Salg/DRsales/Programmes/Drama-Entertainments/Long-Series/20070629104927_2_1.htm 

http://www.dr.dk/Salg/DRsales/Programmes/Drama-Entertainments/Long-Series/20070629104927_2_1_1_1.htm
http://www.dr.dk/Salg/DRsales/Programmes/Drama-Entertainments/Mini-Series/20070629110506_1_1_1_1.htm
http://www.dr.dk/Salg/DRsales/Programmes/Drama-Entertainments/Long-Series/20070629104927_2_1.htm


constitution of the Red Riding trilogy with a wider consideration of its non-linear distribution both within and 

beyond its country of origin. 

 

Collective memory and national and European identity: A case study of the reception of UK historical 

drama series in the UK and Denmark. 

Ib Bondebjerg, University of Copenhagen 

Mediated cultural encounters have both national and transnational dimensions. When a British or a Danish 

audience is confronted with their own national, historical drama, the encounter can in some cases be quite 

dramatic. National audiences are not homogenous and the encounter with a dramatized version of a part of 

our common history can unleash not just a heated debate on our past and it’s meaning for the present, but 

also very different reception positions mirroring social and cultural differences. Mediated narratives about our 

past are feeding into our collective memory, however the past is also part of an ongoing battle about our 

present. Furthermore individual memory is often linked to very specific life experiences and social and cultural 

attitudes. This type of national encounter with the past becomes even more complex when we look at 

transnational encounters - instances where national historical drama meets a foreign audience. It is sometimes 

argued that historical drama travels less than other genres, and it is certainly true that historical drama is much 

more popular with its primary, national audience than foreign historical drama. However UK historical TV 

drama has for decades been rather popular abroad. In this paper I deal with UK historical television drama 

examples, primarily Downton Abbey and Call the Midwife, both very popular in the UK and Denmark. I look at 

main tendencies in audience profiles in both countries and the reception in selected newspapers in both 

countries according to specific modalities of reception. The hypothesis tested in the paper is to what degree 

more universal reception structures can be found and to what degree the cultural encounter between different 

audiences – a national and a transnational can be found. What debates are raised in audiences and publics 

when historical TV drama becomes the centre of transnational, mediated encounters. 

 

Reconfiguring the national community transnationally: teamWorx, television and the ‘eventization’ of 

German history  

Paul Cooke, University of Leeds 

In the past two decades a great deal of academic research has been undertaken on the nature and impact of 

media events. Whatever the content, be it a television drama, news coverage or sport, such events are 

generally conceptualized as exceptional, disruptive moments in the mediascape that generate a sense of shared 

experience amongst the public, allowing the whole of society to feel part of a community, the television, in 

particular, acting as what Daniel Dayan and Elihu Katz describe in their ground-breaking study of such 

moments as a community’s ‘ceremonial centre’. Recently, scholars have particularly begun to discuss the 

increased volume of media phenomena that have been defined as ‘events’, along with what has been described 

as an increasingly common process of ‘eventization’, that is, the self-conscious construction of a media event. 

In a media world larger and more diffuse than ever before, production companies increasingly attempt to 

coordinate content across platforms (television, cinema, the internet, DVD, mobile phones etc) in order to 

create the kind of disruptive events that seemed to be generated less deliberately in the pre-digital age, when 

consumers had fewer viewing options.  

Within the trajectory of the way that Germany has sought to come to terms with the legacy of the 

Second World War, National Socialism and the Holocaust, the television event has played a particularly visible 

role. In this paper I shall examine the ‘eventization’ strategies employed by the production company 

teamWorx, best know for its high-end historical dramas, and which have been central to its success 

particularly at home but increasingly also abroad. To date, much of the discussion that has been generated by 

teamWorx productions has focused on questions of historical representation, a largely ethical debate on the 

authenticity of their narratives. In particular, commentators have explored the ways in which teamWorx has 

presented moments from the nation’s Nazi past where ‘ordinary’ Germans might be viewed to be ‘victims’ of 

history rather than as the perpetrators of past crimes (eg Dresden, Roland Suso Richter/ Stefan Kolditz, 2006; 

Die Flucht, Kai Wessel/ Gabriela Sperl, 2007). In my discussion, however, I wish to move beyond the questions 

of authenticity and the validity of presenting images of German as victims. Instead I examine teamWorx’s 

‘event television’ within the broader context of contemporary media events. In particular, I explore the role 



the notion of ‘community’ plays in their self-conscious ‘eventization’ of German history, a community that 

clearly plays to domestic understandings of national identity and contemporary shifts in popular attitudes to 

the past, but that also speaks to the increasingly transnational context within which this national identity must 

locate itself, politically, economically and culturally. 

 

Heritage films in Europe: The transnational production, circulation and reception of ‘national’ 

heritage drama.  

Andrew Higson, University of York 

The concept of heritage cinema is closely bound to debates about national cinema. Central to the way in which 

we have over the years theorised heritage cinema has been a sense that it is primarily a national project, a 

means of presenting the national past on film, contributing to the maintenance of particular constructions of 

national identity. What passes for ‘national’ heritage has however proved highly exportable and it is often so-

called heritage films that are the non-Hollywood films that travel best, speak most fluently to non-national 

audiences and attract non-national funding.  

 Indeed, a great deal of what passes as heritage cinema is actually the product of transnational 

circumstances and pitched at transnational, even global markets. That is to say, such films are very often 

transnational commodities at the point of production, hybrid bundles of attractions that can be enjoyed by a 

range of audiences at the level of the text, and global commodities and attractions at the point of exhibition. 

The relative success of such films suggests that there is a potent fascination with the otherness of 

other nations’ heritages, but also the otherness of much of what passes as one’s own national heritage (it may 

be something shared, to which we belong, but it is always at the same time something other, with which we 

engage from a distance). 

How well then do films about different European national and transnational heritages travel within 

Europe? How widely do heritage dramas from different European production contexts circulate in other 

European countries? How well do the relatively unfamiliar and exotic heritage cultures of different European 

nations or regions travel across European borders? And how do different European audiences respond to such 

drama? 

 


